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Eastern Africa feedback refer
CLIC project
Combining Local Innovative Capacity with
Scientific Research – Strengthening
Resilience to Climate Change
(Ethiopia, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda), funded
by Rockefeller, 1 Mar 2012–28 Feb 2015

Common understanding of the
proposal
• The role of gender- ‘especially” women was agreed upon.
• The project puts emphasis on the role of women in entire project
implementation

• Launching workshop
– At national level – policy awareness, complementary with government
policy and cc programmes
– At District level for planning purposes with stakeholders

• Field study and baseline survey
– Can be done together, however it’s the first activity in the proposal
– Baseline will g
get a format from IIRR, p
purpose
p
for M & E.
– Field study,- Teresiah & Emanuel will share previous tools used in other
studies

• Implementation of 3 selected innovation for joint experimentation
PID.
– Can use experts if researcher not interested
– They are not under LISF component
– Document the process as well as the results
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Cont.
• Training on meteorology
– Need to include IK of predicting weather in the survey
– Also after the training, the practical use need to be inculcated in
the PID process

• Training of CSO
– 100 staff needs to be trained
– This can be from the entire project even though they do not all
implement the project

• LISF process continues in the same selected districts
– Take up a new district where LISF is not operational?
– The two districts can be completely new and initiate LISF

Other issues
• CLIC Acronym agreed upon
• Need to have a three year overall budget and a one year
detailed plan of action
• Communication
C
i ti th
through
h a yahoo
h group established
t bli h d
among the 4 countries
• Complementary funding especially from EED- Emanuel to
initiate the process, but all of us to look for other avenues
• Training
– Needed based on need and during interaction with the
person/expert in charge of the field survey
– NUFFIC Proposal – explore it individually

• Gender issues
– To be dealt with from the beginning I the base line survey
– Cautious mind in the implementation, division of roles and
selection of the innovations
– Percentages of participation
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• IPW sharing
– In East Africa next year inclusive of field visit
– Next IPW in Asia for the share purpose

• M & E Backstopper – IIRR Marise Espineli
• General backstopping – ETC Laurens,
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